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Abstract
Compared with the existent techniques, atom probe tomography is a unique technique able to chemically characterize the internal interfaces at
the nanoscale and in three dimensions. Indeed, APT possesses high sensitivity (in the order of ppm) and high spatial resolution (sub nm).
Considerable efforts were done here to prepare an APT tip which contains the desired grain boundary with a known structure. Indeed, sitespecific sample preparation using combined focused-ion-beam, electron backscatter diffraction, and transmission electron microscopy is
presented in this work. This method allows selected grain boundaries with a known structure and location in Cu(In,Ga)Se2 thin-films to be studied
by atom probe tomography.
Finally, we discuss the advantages and drawbacks of using the atom probe tomography technique to study the grain boundaries in Cu(In,Ga)Se2
thin-film solar cells.

Video Link
The video component of this article can be found at http://www.jove.com/video/50376/

Introduction
Thin-film solar cells based on the chalcopyrite-structured compound semiconductor Cu(In,Ga)Se2 (CIGS) as the absorber material have been
under development for more than two decades because of their high efficiency, radiation hardness, long-term stable performance, and low
1-3
production costs . These solar cells can be fabricated with only little material consumption due to the favorable optical properties of the
1,2
CIGS absorber layer, namely, a direct bandgap and a high absorption coefficient . Absorber films of only a few micrometers in thickness are
sufficient to generate a high photocurrent. Since the diffusion paths of photogenerated charge carriers to the electrodes are relatively short, CIGS
4
absorbers can be produced in polycrystalline form. The maximum efficiency of a Cu(In,Ga)Se2 (CIGS) solar cell achieved so far is 20.4% ,
which is the highest value among all thin-film solar cells.
To further establish the CIGS thin-film photovoltaic technology, both the reduction of production costs and the enhancement of solar cell
efficiency are essential. The latter is strongly dependent on the microstructure and chemical composition of the CIGS absorber layer. Internal
interfaces, in particular grain boundaries (GBs) within the absorber, play a pivotal role, as they can affect the transport of photogenerated charge
carriers.
One of the main unresolved issues with respect to CIGS solar cells is the benign nature of CIGS GBs, i.e. polycrystalline CIGS absorber films
yield outstanding cell efficiencies despite a high density of GBs and lattice defects.
5,6

7-9

Several authors studied GBs in solar-grade CIGS films with respect to their electrical properties , character and misorientation
as well as
10-13
impurity segregation
. However, no clear link between these properties could be established so far. In particular, there is a substantial lack of
information regarding the local chemical composition and impurity content of the GBs.
14-17

In the past two decades, Atom Probe Tomography (APT) has emerged as one of the promising nano-analytical techniques
. Until recently
APT studies of solar cells have been largely restricted by difficulties in the sample preparation process and the limited capability of analyzing
semiconductor materials using conventional pulsed-voltage atom probes. These restrictions have been largely overcome by the development
18
16
of the 'lift-out method' based on focused ion beam (FIB) milling and the introduction of pulsed laser APT . Several papers about APT
19-23
characterization of CIGS solar cells have been published
, which are strongly encouraging for further investigations.
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This paper gives a guideline of how to study internal interfaces in CIGS thin-film solar cells by the atom probe tomography technique.

Protocol

1. CIGS Layer Deposition
1. Sputter-deposit 500 nm of molybdenum (back contact layer) onto a 3 mm thick soda lime glass substrate (SLG).
24
2. Co-evaporate 2 μm of CIGS in an inline multistage CIGS process . The obtained CIGS layer deposited on Mo back contact is shown in
Figure 1.
3. Measure the integral composition of CIGS layer by X-ray fluorescence spectrometry (XRF). The obtained CIGS composition is shown in
Table 1.

2. Site-specific Samples Fabrication for APT Analysis
1. Cut a TEM Mo grid into two halves in order to obtain a row of several pins, being the support for the later specimens. Mount the TEM halfgrid onto a holder and taper the ends of the pins by electropolishing in 5 wt. % NaOH down to a tip diameter <2 μm. The process can be
reasonable controlled using a stereoscope. Then mount the electropolished grid onto another holder that is optimized for sequential FIB,
TEM, EBSD, and APT characterization.
2. Mill two trenches into the CIGS thin-film using FIB to get an undercut (Figure 2a). Make a first free-cut on the left side of the chunk.
3. Attach the micromanipulator to the chunk by depositing a Pt weld by ion-beam induced chemical vapor deposition. Then, make the final freecut on the opposite site and lift-out the free-standing chunk (Figure 2b).
4. Cut now the sharp pins of the TEM Mo half-grid to a wedge (2-3 μm in diameter) having a good joint for the extracted chunk. Mount the chunk
on the pins using Pt deposition (Figure 2c). Make a free-cut to finally obtain only a small part of the chunk (around 2 μm) on the top of the
Mo pin. Afterwards mount the grid holder upside down and fill the gap between the Mo pin and the mounted piece with Pt. Pursue the same
18,25
procedure with the remaining chunk. For more details about the lift-out procedure, the reader may consult the following references
.
5. Place the grid upright and clean the cross-section of the chunk (choose the site with thinner Pt weld) by using a low accelerating voltage
+
and beam current (5 kV and <50 pA) in the FIB. Thus one gets a smooth surface and less contamination due to Ga implantation, which is
required for EBSD measurements.
6. From the EBSD measurement performed on the cross-section choose a GB of interest. The orientation of the GB is preferable to be
26
perpendicular with respect to the analysis direction in the atom probe (z-axis) to reduce the local magnification effect , which is described
more in detail in discussion part. An appropriate area with a GB is highlighted in Figure 2d.
7. Perform an annular milling in the area of the GB selected in step 2.6) to form a sharp tip. The radius of curvature should be small enough
(<100 nm) for further TEM investigations. To reach this goal, reduce the inner diameter of the annular milling pattern step by step (Figure
2e) and concomitantly visualize the tip shaping by secondary electron (SE). Thus one can correct beam shifts or adjust the milling pattern to
remove irregularities on the tip like ripple or redeposition of material originating from different sputter yields, shadowing effects etc.
8. Localize the precise position of the GBs with respect to the apex of the tip by using the TEM tool (see Figure 2f), knowing that compared with
other materials (like superalloys) the CIGS GBs are not visible in SEM.
9. Knowing precisely where the GB is located within the APT tip, transfer the specimen back to the FIB and continue to mill the sample to
situate the GB at maximum 200 nm below the apex of the tip. At this stage, the milling is done at very low kV (5 kV) and low current (<50
+
pA). Indeed, the goal is not only to localize the GB closer to the apex of the tip, but also to minimize the Ga damage of the APT tip during
this procedure. Concomitantly to the low-kV milling, visualize the shape of the APT tip in SEM and control the amount of the material which
should be removed from the apex of the tip (Figure 2g).
10. Transfer again the specimen to the TEM and check the position of the GB with respect to the apex of the tip. Make an overview image of the
specimen (Figure 2h) to obtain precise knowledge about the GB position, the evolution of the specimen diameter and the half shank-angle.
This is necessary to achieve an optimal reconstruction of the APT data. Furthermore, use low magnifications and reduced exposure times to
minimize electron-beam induced damages and C contamination which can lead to a higher failure rate in the APT measurements.

3. APT Analysis in a CAMECA LEAP 3000X HR System
1. Mount the specimen in the APT holder. Then, mount the specimen puck in one of the four carousels available.
2. Insert the carousel containing the specimen puck inside the load lock and start pumping the load lock. When the vacuum inside the load lock
-7
is ~ 10 Torr, insert the carousel inside the buffer chamber.
-9
3. After waiting ca. 1 hr to restore the vacuum in the buffer chamber (~7x10 Torr), transfer the specimen from the buffer chamber to the main
analysis chamber. This is done with a horizontal transfer rod, which is a manually operated device.
4. Before starting the measurement inside the APT, cool down the temperature to 60 K. This low temperature will avoid the diffusion of the
atoms at the surface of the specimen during the analysis. We note here that 60 K is the set temperature and not the real temperature
27
measured on the APT tip, which should be higher due to the laser heat of the specimen. As proposed by Kellog et al. , this temperature
can be estimated by taking into account the relative charge-state-ratio. Unfortunately, in this work the real temperature of the tips couldn't be
calculated mainly because the field evaporation of the CIGS material is unknown.
5. APT experiments are carried out in laser mode using a green laser with a wavelength of about 532 nm and 12 psec pulse length.

4. Reconstruction of APT Data
1. Open the RHIT file (raw data directly obtained after APT measurements) with CAMECA's Integrated Visualization and Analysis Software
28
(IVAS 3.6.2) generally used to reconstruct the 3D map.
28
2. Perform the reconstruction of the 3D map using the following eight steps :
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1. Step 1- setup which is a read-only pane giving all the details about the nature and the content of the selected study.
2. Step 2- select ion sequence range. This step defines the ion-sequence range relative to specimen-voltage to be selected in the
reconstructing data.
3. Step 3- select detector ROI. This step gives the opportunity to remove the ions located outside the detector ROI (black ellipse on the
detector event histogram).
4. Step 4- TOF corrections. This step computes the voltage, the time-of-flight (TOF), and the planarity of the detector ('bowl correction')
corrections for the analysis.
5. Step 5- Mass calibration. The measured peak position in the analyzed mass spectrum is calibrated with known isotope/charge states.
6. Step 6- Ranged ion assignment. In this step the peaks in the mass spectrum are assigned to element isotope ranges.
7. Step 7- Reconstruction. This step applies one of three reconstruction methods to the data acquired: voltage method, shank-angle
method or tip-profile method. The last one is used in current study to reconstruct our 3D-map. This method requires an SEM or
TEM image of the tip, as shown in Figure 2g and Figure 2h. The tip radius at any point in the reconstruction is defined by a linear
interpolation between a series of points defined in the SEM image.
8. Step 8- Confirmation. In this step, the preview created in the reconstruction tab is converted to a saved analysis.

Representative Results
Figure 3 shows a side view (x-z slice) elemental map of the random high-angle GB (HAGB) 28.5°-<511>cub selected in Figure 2 by site-specific
preparation method. Co-segregation of Na, K, and O at a CIGS HAGB is directly mapped using APT. These impurities most likely diffused out of
the SLG substrate into the absorber layer during the deposition of the CIGS layer at ~ 600 °C.
Figure 4a shows the Cu, In, Ga, and Se concentration profiles across the GB shown in Figure 3. The Cu, In, Ga, and Se concentrations at the
GB are different to those in the grains interior (GIs). It can clearly be seen that Cu and Ga are depleted at this GB, whereas In is enriched. This
29
is in agreement to what was postulated by Persson et al. on the basis of ab-initio density functional theory (DFT) calculations, namely that
Cu vacancy rows are preferentially formed at the CIGS GBs. The In enrichment and the Cu depletion could be explained by the low formation
2+ 30
29
energy of the charge neutral defect pair 2VCu +InCu
. It should be noted that the DFT calculations by Persson et al. were done for a
symmetrical GB (Σ3 (112) TB), whereas the APT data in Figure 3 was obtained for a random HAGB. Furthermore, Cu-enriched and In-depleted
21
HAGBs were also observed for the same material as mentioned in our previous work .
Figure 4b shows the concentrations of Na, K, and O impurities at this HAGB, which are 1.7 at %, 0.035 at %, and 0.4 at %, respectively (see
Table 2). The corresponding interfacial excesses (Γ) values for Na (ΓNa), K (ΓK), and O (ΓO) calculated from APT data are also shown in Table 2.
31
These interfacial excesses were calculated using Cahn approach .
The average compositions of GI1 and GI2 (GI: grain interior, see Table 2) show a slight variation of Cu, In, Se, and Ga concentrations from
one grain to another. These concentration values are in good agreement with the concentration profiles in Figure 4a. Furthermore, the O
concentration is different from one grain to another (170 ppm for GI1 and 0 ppm for GI2) whereas, the Na composition is almost constant (50 ppm
for GI1 and 60 ppm for GI2, see Table 1). The K concentration inside the grains is below the noise level of this APT measurement (noise level =
45 ± 5 ppm/a.m.u.) and thus below the detection limit.

Figure 1. SEM image of a CIGS layer on Mo coated soda lime glass substrate.
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Figure 2. a) Milling of a chunk for lift-out, b) attaching of a micromanipulator by Pt deposition, c) mounting of a chunk piece on a TEM
Mo half-grid, d) EBSD measurement on a cleaned cross-section, e) annular milling of a pre-sharpened tip, f) TEM image of a GB g) final
low-kV milling, h) TEM image of a GB in the APT tip after low-kV milling. Click here to view larger figure.

Figure 3. 3D APT maps of Cu (blue), In (pink), Ga (yellow), Se (red), Na (green), O and OH (light blue), and K (khaki). These 3D maps
directly show Na, K and O segregation at a HAGB (28°-<511>cub), which was analyzed by EBSD and TEM prior to the APT analysis.
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Figure 4. (a) Cu, Se, Ga, In and (b) Na, K, O concentration depth profiles through the GB shown in Figure 3. The sampling box used to
3
build these profiles is 32 x 32 x 0.3 nm . Bars give the statistical errors (2σ). Click here to view larger figure.
Element

Cu

In

Ga

Se

Conc. (at %)

22.3

18.6

7.2

51.9

Table 1. Integral composition of CIGS layer measured by XRF.
Elements

GI1 (at.%)

GI2 (at.%)

GB (at.%)

ΓGB(at/m )

Cu

21.5±0.12

22.8±0.12

18.2 ±0.4

-

In

19.6±0.12

19.4±0.12

21.8±0.4

-

Ga

9.0±0.09

9.6±0.09

8±0.3

-

Se

49.7±0.1

48.1±0.15

49±0.5

-

Na

0.005±0.002

0.006±0.002

1.7±0.1

2.9 x 10

18

K

-

-

0.035±0.01

7.5 x 10

16

O

0.017±0.004

-

0.4±0.07

8.4 x 10

17

2

Table 2. Cu, In, Ga, Se, Na, K, and O composition values in the grain interior (GI) and at the grain boundary (GB) of CIGS obtained from APT
mass-to-charge spectra, after deconvolution of overlapping mass peaks. ΓGB represents the interfacial excesses (Γ) at the GB.

Discussion
In the current work, we have presented APT results on a random HAGB in CIGS, a compound semiconductor material used for photovoltaic
application. Furthermore, we have also shown that APT in conjunction with complementary techniques, such as EBSD and TEM, is a powerful
tool to elucidate the structure-composition properties relationship for the CIGS solar cells. Unfortunately, the correlation between APT and
EDX/EELS in TEM was not possible because firstly, EDX/EELS has not sufficient resolution to detect low Na and O concentrations at the grain
boundary and secondly, EDX/EELS is not sensitive to all elements, especially for Na and O.
14-17

APT is a unique technique able to chemically characterize the interfaces at the nanoscale and to visualize them in three dimensions
.
Highly dilute impurity concentrations in the tens of ppm can be detected because of the high signal-to-noise ratio in the mass spectra. Another
advantage of APT technique is that the detection sensitivity is not element-specific if appropriate measurement parameters are selected.
One needs to mention here that to measure accurately compositional values at CIGS GBs and in grain interiors, it is important to choose the
optimum conditions for APT analysis (temperature, laser energy, pulse rate, etc). If not, artifacts such as preferential evaporation and retention
32
of elements may occur during the pulsed field evaporation of the specimen. These artifacts may show up when there is a large difference in
field evaporation of the elements. Thus, the field evaporation rate, the voltage, and the laser energy should be set in such a way that all elements
will be removed with equal probability. As shown here, by choosing correspondingly appropriate parameters for APT analysis, we found close
CIGS composition compared to the one obtained by XRF (see Tables 1 and 2). We note here that the overestimation of the Se concentration
in CIGS by XRF is due to the MoSe2 layer present at the CIGS/Mo interface. A second reason for the lower Se concentration measured by APT
(below the nominal value of 50%) might be the preferred evaporation of Se between the laser pulses as Se is the most volatile species in CIGS.
Furthermore, the difference in Cu, In, and Ga concentrations between APT and XRF is due to the fact that APT measures the CIGS composition
locally, whereas XRF measures an averaged composition of the CIGS film. Indeed, it is well known that the Cu/In concentration varies from
one grain to another and the Ga concentration is higher in the upper part of the film (where our APT tip was prepared) due to the Ga gradient
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33

observed in the multistage grown film . We note here that no Ga ions coming from the FIB source were observed in the mass spectrum (Ga
from the FIB is found only as isotope 69 amu) and this is due mainly to the low-kV milling of the APT tips.
One main drawback which is observed when studying the interfaces with APT technique is that in general the width of the GBs, are either
enlarged or reduced compared with the structural width calculated from TEM images (lower than 1 nm). This is due to the local magnification
26
effect . This effect occurs when the GB has an evaporation field different from the bulk material. A GB with a higher evaporation field (E) leads
to a protuberance at the tip surface (E ~ V/R, V is the applied voltage and R the radius of curvature). In this case the ions originating from the
GB deflect outwards, which causes an apparent decrease in density of ions. Conversely, when the GB has a lower evaporation field the surface
of the tip in the region of the GB will be flattened which deflect the ion trajectories inwards. In this case, the local density in the GB region will
be higher. In addition, the trajectories overlap caused by the local magnification effects will also deteriorate the lateral spatial resolution at the
34
interface, though the concentrations remain almost unchanged as shown by De Geuser et al. .
In the current study, the width of the detected random HAGB segregation zone (≈ 3 nm) is larger than 1 nm, the typical structural width of a
GB. Furthermore, the atomic-density measured by APT is higher at the GB than in the CIGS matrix which indicates that the local magnification
effect had occurred during the evaporation. The higher density at the GB is explained by the lower field evaporation of this particular CIGS GB
compared with CIGS grains. For single charged ions, the field evaporation values are FCu = 30 V/nm, FIn = 12 V/nm, FGa = 15 V/nm, and FK = 60
35
V/nm . The Se, Na, and O field evaporation values are not given in the literature. We note here that these values are valid for pure elements. In
compound semiconductors, such as CIGS, the evaporation of each of these elements may be different. Nevertheless, in Figure 4a we found that
the GB contains a lower Cu concentration than present in the grain interiors. Indeed, this lower Cu concentration may decrease the evaporation
36
field at the GB. Furthermore, Letellier et al. reported for nickel-based superalloys that the local magnification effect increases continuously as
the GB approaches an orientation parallel to the tip axis (z axis). This may explain why the width of the GB is only slightly enlarged compared to
37
other studies .
In conclusion, APT studies provide not only a 3D redistribution map of the elements, but also the chemical composition of the interfaces
at the nanoscale. As many tools performing studies at the nanoscale, a particular attention should be paid to the analysis quality and data
interpretation. Indeed, APT possesses some limitations as well and therefore it is important to understand how these limitations influence the
measured data to ensure a correct data interpretation.
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